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Web and Internet technologies initiated the fourth industrial 
revolution in less than 20 years since their entry into mainstream 
communication scenarios, significantly changing economics and 
society. Digitization and mobile technologies speed up communi-
cation and provide the tools to control value chains of ever 
increasing complexity, that have already crossed the limits of 
single organizations or countries.
How can information and communication technologies (ICT) help 
to establish fair and more sustainable models of global and local 
economies and overcome serious disadvantages of current market 
forces?

More content at: http:/www.eco-com.net
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EDITORIAL

MOTIVATION OF THIS BOOK 

Web and Internet technologies initiated the fourth industrial revolution 
in less than 20 years since their entry into mainstream communication 
scenarios, significantly changing economics and society. Digitization 
and mobile technologies accelerate communication and provide the 
tools to control value chains of ever increasing complexity. These value 
chains have long crossed the limits of single organizations or countries. 
Big Data, clustering and semantic technologies deliver increased preci-
sion in data analysis of electronic communication structures gathered 
via sensors and contextual analysis of everyday environments.

The ubiquitous flow of digital information empowers governments to 
track and analyze economic and social structures and adapt their legal 
systems accordingly, thus increasing their complexity making informa-
tion technology a requirement to control them.

Economic success is dependent on rapid information exchange, re-
al-time communication, and virtual market presence. These become 
critical success factors in the marketplace. Investment in digital so-
lutions and communications accelerates growth and success in the 
marketplace. Digital communication channels increase information 
exchange inside and outside companies but may not necessarily also 
improve understanding of communication.

Social media replaces other digital communication systems and so-
metimes replace personal exchange particularly in a younger audience. 
The effectiveness of social media communications remains unclear.

Mobile payment solutions increase speed and transparency of finan-
cial transactions in an increasingly virtual financial marketplace. Will 
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further disconnection of the financial system from economic perfor-
mance and our resources lead to loss of control over the real economic 
structure?

When countries lose influence on globalized digital markets, does the 
communication medium internet require its own, uniform legal and 
economic infrastructure? Will the web someday become a sovereign 
state ? Who will control it and how will the separation of powers work?

The trend to centralization is back. Applications and data move into the 
cloud infrastructure. Software is no longer individually bought but ren-
ted under a limited access license in a closed ecosystem. Rights of use 
of data are transferred to cloud providers. How will these developments 
change our communication behavior?

New gadgets such as smart glasses, smart watches, smart wearables, 
and other companions change the way we communicate and interact. 
How do these changes influence economic circles?

THE CONFERENCE

All these questions initiated our first conference EcoCom in Novem-
ber 2013 that was carefully documented with additional media content 
at our website www.eco-com.net. The setting was created to discuss 
current approaches and demands for future research and development 
with the intention to promote research-oriented networking between 
participants. 

With 8 international acclaimed speakers and an enthusiastic audience 
with 70 people contributing to discussions and open panels, the role 
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for sustainable 
economic development was discussed controversial and resulted with a 
lot of surprising ideas. After about 20 months of further research it came 
out that our EcoCom network created a connection between scientists 
from several disciplines investigating in driving technology forward 
with a broader view on problems around sustainability.
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THIS BOOKS INTENTIONS 

The dazzling display of creativity at the conference produced an open 
call for papers for this book to save, detail and systematize outcomes 
of this event and to invite investigators, community providers and in-
terested scientists. It took a while to interest additional writers, for all 
authors to contribute, for reviewers to edit the articles, for authors to 
review and enhance their chapters, and for publishers to bring the pro-
duct to fruition. The book was planned first as a mixed German-Eng-
lish version for the German scientific community. After reading all the-
se brilliant and elaborated works, we decided to translate and publish 
them for a more global audience.

The book starts with two chapters that deal with the concept and in-
terpretation of sustainability and the complex role of ICT.  The impact 
of Jevon’s paradox as a human behavior factor makes the first article a 
worthwhile read. Looking on the dimensions of sustainability, the se-
cond chapter more deeply describes the main pillars and proposes cy-
ber-physical systems as a technology to support two main problems of 
mankind in a sustainable way.

A more tangible approach takes us into the supply chain of ICT industry 
itself in the third chapter. Reducing raw material input and increasing 
resource efficiency addresses the problem of limited mineral resource 
extraction and social factors. Research around the waste of electrical 
and electronic equipment is an example of how many questions have to 
be solved to overcome the economic status quo.

ICT sustainability does not come naturally. It has to be created by 
well-educated people and their knowledgeable contribution to man-
kind-saving projects. How does one become a passionate contributor to 
these projects? An approach to achieve competences through learning 
and experiencing is described in our fourth chapter. The human factor 
in this process has to be honored in this environment.

While game changing developments mostly start with research and 
entrepreneurship, we included three chapters (for this slightly German 
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centered book) dealing with regional investigations. The role of ICT in 
sustainability was evaluated in the startup economies around Berlin 
and the Silicon Valley. In chapter 5 the sustainability of ICT foundations 
in Berlin with hundreds of new micro-enterprises was investigated cri-
tically. 

This chapter is accompanied by a master students paper, that was wor-
ked out as a reaction to chapter 5 in order to discuss questions around 
the impact of these increasing numbers of business start-ups and their 
turnover on the labor market especially. 
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